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1. Unit 1
Vocabulary set 2: Countries and nationalities (difficulty level 2)
Write the nationalities.
1
I like ____________________ food. (South Africa)
2
Is Tokyo the biggest __________ city? (Japan)
3
My television is __________. (Japan)
4
This fruit is ____________________. (South Africa)
5
These boys are __________. (Turkey)
Grammar point 1: Plural nouns; a/an, the (difficulty level 1)
Write the plurals of these nouns.
6
class __________
7
key __________
8
hotel __________
9
ice cream __________
10
child __________

2. Unit 2
Vocabulary set 1: Family (difficulty level 2)
Write the word next to the definition. Some answers have two words.
11
This is another word for your grandmother. __________
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12
He is old. He is your mum's or dad's father. __________
13
This is a girl in your family. You have the same mum and dad. __________
14
This is the child of your child. __________
15
This is your grandma's daughter. __________
Grammar point 1: Have got (difficulty level 2)
Write the positive ( ), negative ( ) or question (?) with have got. Use short
forms (I've / you've / haven't / hasn't, etc) where possible.
16
The hotel____________________ a café. ( )
17
I ____________________ sunglasses. ( )
18
My friend____________________ a problem. ( )
19
I ____________________ an idea. ( )
20
Help! I ____________________ a pencil for the test! ( )

3. Unit 3
Vocabulary set 1: Pet animals (difficulty level 1)
Complete the animals with the missing letters. The first letter is given.
21
A chicken is a type of b___.
22
A m____ is a very small animal.
23
What food does a ha_____ like?
24
My pet's a h____. It's tall and brown and it's called Dobbin.
25
People like c___ or dogs as pets.
Grammar point 1: Imperatives and object pronouns (difficulty level 2)
Complete the sentences. Write one or two words in each gap.
26
'Wow! A pet mouse! Thanks!' 'Find a warm, quiet place for __________.'
27
It's Victor's birthday today. Let's give __________ a present.
28
This is Penny's bag. Please give it to __________.
29
'I've got a problem.' 'Can I help __________?'
30
That man wants your address. Don't give it to __________.
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4. Unit 4
Vocabulary set 1: Free-time activities (difficulty level 2)
Complete the sentences with one word.
31
I love to __________ to music.
32
'Let's __________ shopping.' 'OK.'
33
I go __________ the cinema in my town.
34
I like to __________ my bike.
35
I __________ video games at home.
Grammar point 1: Can / can't (difficulty level 2)
Write the positive ( ), negative ( ) or question (?) form of can.
36
______________________________? (you / swim) ?
37
I love tennis but my friends ______________________________. (play)
38
______________________________ a bike? (you / ride) ?
39
________________________________________ a computer? (your grandparents / use) ?
40
I ____________________ the bus to school. (take)

5. Unit 5
Vocabulary set 1: Jobs (difficulty level 2)
Choose the correct answer.
41
A [doctor / teacher] works in a hospital.
42
A [cook / receptionist] makes great meals.
43
Who's your favourite [actor / assistant] on TV?
44
A shop [assistant / actor] helps people when they go shopping.
45
My uncle's a [farmer / cook]. His farm's three kilometres from here.
Grammar point 1: Present simple (difficulty level 2)
Complete with the correct present simple form. Use the information in
brackets.
46
What ________________________________________ at weekends? (the students / do)
47
'Do your parents work in a theatre?' 'Yes, ____________________.' ( )
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48
______________________________ lessons in the evening? (you / have)
49
________________________________________ in a hospital. (This doctor / not / work)
50
What time ______________________________ up? (you / get)

6. Unit 6
Vocabulary set 1: Home (difficulty level 2)
Rearrange the underlined letters to complete the sentences.
51
When you come into the house, that first room is called the allh. __________
52
Maya lives in a tafl in the city. __________
53
There's a great view from our conylab. __________
54
Do you live in a flat or a shoue? __________
55
There's the kitchen and the living room, with the gnidin moor in the middle.
____________________
Grammar point 2: Some and any, much and many (difficulty level 1)
Choose the correct answer.
56
Do you want [any / much] juice?
57
There aren't [some / many] lemons. Can you buy some?
58
'Is there any pasta?' 'Yes, but not [much / many].'
59
There isn't [some / much] milk. Can you get some from the shop?
60
Quickly! There isn't [many / much] time!

7. Unit 7
Vocabulary set 1: Clothes (difficulty level 2)
Write the word next to the definition. The first letter has been given.
61
Girls and women wear this. It covers your whole body. d____
62
You wear this on your head. h__
63
You wear these on your legs. t_______
64
You can wear these on your feet to play sports. t_______
65
These are a type of shoes. t_______
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Grammar point 2: Present continuous (difficulty level 1)
Choose the correct answer.
66
'Who [are you / you are] talking to?' 'Sorry – one minute. It's my mum.'
67
'Is your sister coming with us?' 'Yes, she [comes / is].'
68
'Are you having fun?' 'Yes, I [am / are].'
69
'How [you're feeling / are you feeling]?' 'Better, thanks.'
70
'Is the dog playing?' 'Yes, it [does / is].'
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